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1.INTRODUZIONE
Any applied research, no matter what discipline is
concerned, needs affined and suitable tools; as regards the
studies in the field of architecture and planning, the use
of automatic systems of analysis, data ordering and
comparison is of particular interest. The quickness of
operations by means of computers and the corresponding
graphical
representation
gives
new
possibilities
for
scientific work, once impossible, not certainly because of
conceptual limits, but practically, for the limits of
available tools.
It is the wideness of applications of computers to
be pointed out, for although studied for scientific
reasons, their practical usefulness is often enormous. This
has been generally verified. It guilts in particular for
the CAD System, proposed and explained in this paper. The
practical utility this and other systems from the same
field have for the public administration, contractors and
consultants is well known and therefore not necessary to
be described further.
The use of such systems is particularly convenient in
those sectors where the
graphical representation is the
basic part of the production process.
2.- THE SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
In order to respond to the requirements mentioned
above, a decision was made to study the CAD integrated
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system for the territorial planning and particularly in
order to obtain an automatized estimate as regards urban
works.
A bidimensional CAD Programme was connected with
the procedure of estimating the public works; it was then
implemented to a hardware which, although remaining within
the typology of the personal computer, allowed outputs on a
sheet of paper of noticeable sizes (1.60 or 3.20 m at a
continuous length).
This procedure allows to obtain automatically the
measures of the object considered, to get it memorized,
graphically represented and estimated.
The advantages of the system are:
- an easy input of data directly from the graphic with the
digitizer's pick-device;
- the automatical calculation of measures which, especially
in the case of an estimate of areas and volumes, results
generally from a rather complex mathematical functions
particularly in calculations of excavations or fillings of
road sections;
- the precision of survey which is in an automatic procedure
equal to 0.1 mm (the precision of the digitizer), and in a
manual procedure is equal to 0.5 mm (the eye of the
surveyor is able to estimate at the rate of 0.5 mm, which
is equal to the graphical precision of common drawings);
- the reduction of casual and systematic errors, since
various sizes are described and estimated in a single
operation.
The described operations can be carried out with a
speed from about six to ten times superior to the common
one.
The use of the system does not require any special
technical preparation. Generally, a week of training is
sufficient to obtain a complete operational ability.
3.- METHODOLOGY
The study consists of three phases:
A.- the individualisation of the hardware elements of which
the CAD cell is composed;
B.- the creation of the software for the management of a
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bidimensional CAD procedure;
C.- the creation of the software for the management of the
procedure for the estimate of public works.
In the first phase the hardware support was
defined. It consists of:
- a computer;
- 2 displays, for text and graphics, being the latter
monochromatic, 512 x 512 pixel;
- a disc unit, 2 Mbyts;
- a digitizing tablet, 1.20 x 2.20 m, with a graphical
precision of 0.1 mm (see fig. 1);
- a plotter with a graphical output on paper of max. height
1.60 m and continuous length (there is a plotter in the
phase of assemblage of which the max. height is 3.20 m.),
the speed of writing being 400 mm/sec., and the graphical
precision 0.1 mm.
In the second phase regarding the creation of the
software for the management of the CAD procedure, it was
proceeded in the following way:
The series of typical CAD commands were defined,
like the description of segments, broken lines, moduli,
polygons, areas, volumes, road sections, texts, altitudes
etc.
The variables X and Y (corresponding to the
coordinates), constants K (scale and setting factors) and
vectors (corresponding to the orientated segment connecting
two points) were associated.
In fact, the interface works through a series of
elementary operations using these three components.
The constant K can be introduced through the
keyboard
or
calculated
geometrically;
a
series
of
functional operations can be carried out on this basis.
The "vector X" can be handled through the "support
vector A" which depends on the "vector X" through the
constant K:
A0=K A1=K .... AN=K, A0=0+K Al=1+K .... AN=N+K,
...
This artifice allows to record contemporaneously
various movements on the screen and within the data
structure, both through the movements of the digitizer's
pick-device and mathematical procedures.
The movement of cursor produces an echo of the
displacement, allowing to describe the objects on the
screen and to memorize them contemporaneously in the data
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structure of the programme.
The graphical descriptions are further followed by
a series of accessory commands, allowing to choose the type
and the colour of the pen, the type of representation, the
type of characters, quotings, positioning, translation,
rotation etc.
The description obtained is detailed and complete,
corresponding to the common architectural drawings.
In the third phase in which the software is
created for an estimate of public works, files of codes and
calculation procedures are built up.
If the option "estimate" is chosen from the menu,
a codification will be associated to the common procedure of
graphical survey with digitizer (described in the second
phase).
The
objects
(broken
lines,
polygons,
areas,
volumes) will assume a particular significance within the
data structure, that is, not only as graphical descriptions
or geometrical evaluations (lengths, surfaces, volumes) but
as corresponding to the particular type of material or a
productive operation and also to the unit price associated
by means of a code.
Once put in work the function "estimate", the
computer
is
ready
for
graphical
acquisition
and
is
contemporaneously able to carry out a complete estimate on
the basis of the surveyed geometrical elements and displayed
on the graphics screen.
The operator will not have to do any numerical
survey, nor to calculate, nor to report the results on the
various elaborates of calculations, it will continue to
handle the information graphically, with all advantages.
The data which have been introduced automatically
through the CAD procedure into the programme of estimate of
public works will be worked out in all its computational
parts, from the documentation of the production costs, that
is, the cost analysis, to the total or partial metrical
estimate; from the detailed estimate of operations within
the economical framework, to the supplementary estimate or
to the estimate of variants; from the contract including the
beginning and the end of the works, up to the measures
registers.
The revision of costs which allows to determine an
eventual supplementary compensation is included into
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the possibilities of operations.
4.- THE ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
In order to utilize the integrated CAD procedure
the operator will have to proceed in the following way:
- to supply himself with the plan of the area in a suitable
scale, in order to get a graphic on the basis of which
the estimate can be made;
- to position it on the digitized tablet and proceed with a
graphical
survey,
in
overlapping
the
magnetical
pick-device and various points to be obtained;
- to choose within the menu options those which are of
interest (see fig. 2);
- to introduce the scale of setting (angular and of X and Y
axes) for various positions of paper.
On the graphics display the drawing of the survey will be
displayed (see fig. 3), and on the other one the numerical
data and menu operations will be handled. This way will
allow a continuous control of the survey.
The possibility of magnifying the drawing on the screen,
through the windows and zooms, will allow to obtain major
precision even when the drawing is large.
With the CAD procedures which have been described, the user
will be able to describe, for example a canalisation
network, a plant, an excavation, a surface to pave, a
volume of concrete for a supporting wall etc.
The drawings showing various applications of the system are
enclosed:
- an area of Moggio Udinese (UD), completely memorized and
of which particular buildings have been made evident;
- an automatically obtained graphic of the surface to be
paved in porphyry (see fig. 5), consisting of the plotted
drawing and the data sheet of the estimate;
- transverse and longitudinal sections of the road (see fig.
6), followed by the usual calculations and by the
estimate of the excavations and fillings.
The complexity of mathematical functions described by the
drawings is evident and the visual communication between
the operator and computer is more refined and interesting
than the numerical one.
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5.- CONCLUSIONS
This system allows to adapt the described programme
to respond various requirements. Its general validity and
interest lies therefore in its versatility.
The memory of a certain number of data and their
graphical representation allows to prepare, for example, out
of original maps, the "thematical maps" containing series of
preliminary data to be displayed graphically.
These data, correlated with numerical functions or
constants, can supply elements of design, control and
estimate.
The same elements, with an extension of the
described programme, can be easily optimized for searching
the best possible solutions on the basis of the predisposed
criteria.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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PRVIMENTRZIONE IN PORFIDO
TRATTO 14
'COMUNE BI MOG1GIC UD.

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6
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